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Italian ears the effect which alexandrines produce on ours.'
'That is the laughable part of it; rour masculine verse*
have twelve feet, and the feminine ones thirteen. All Man
telli's lines have fourteen feet. He must have been deaft
or had a very bad ear.3
cYou follow our theory of versification uncompromis-
ingly?'
'Yes, in spite of all difficulties.'
'And what is the effect of your innovation?*
'It has not been a success, for no one knows liow to recite
my verses; but I hope to recite them myself, before our
literary coteries.5
'Do you remember any of your Rhadmwste? I should be
glad to hear it!'
I recited the scene which ten years before I had recited to
Crebillon. Voltaire listened with pleasure, and when I had
finished he repeated some pages from his Tancredey which
he had not yet published, and which was rightly considered
a masterpiece.
Had we stopped there everything would have been well,
but we fell to discussing Horace. He said Horace was a
great writer, and had laid down precepts which would never
grow old. On which I answered that he himself had violated
one of these precepts, though in a masterly way.
'Which one, if you please?'
'You do not write contentus Baucis lectonbus?
'No, but if Horace had had to fight the hydra of super-
stition, as I have, he also would have written for the whole
world—not for a mere section of it.3
'You might, I think, spare yourself the trouble of com-
bating what you will never succeed in destroying.'
'The work I cannot finish; others will. I shall have the
credit of being the first.5
'Very good, and now suppose you do succeed in destroying
superstition, with what will you replace it?3
'I like that!  When I have delivered- humanity -from a

